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Objective: This study was to estimate of effect of application of a meat quantitative model
for caregiver’s education on infant’s weaning in north China.
Methods: A non-randomized controlled trial was performed during 2014 in 42 villages of
Zhao County, Hebei Province. Children aged 6 - 11 months old were enrolled and assigned
to intervention group (n = 149) and control group (n = 114). In the intervention group,
child caregivers received monthly health education provided by village health workers,
which focused on in-time meat introduction with demonstration of 10 g meat model, and
dietary diversity in term of vegetable and animal food. Effects of intervention were
evaluated by infant’s blood hemoglobin (Hb) level and caregiver’s feeding practices
according to WHO Infant and Young Child Feeding Indicators (2008 version). Infant’s
meat intakes during the past 24 hours and the past week were answered by caregiver’s
estimation using the meat quantitative model. Unpaired student t test and chi-square
test was applied to analyses quantitative data and qualitative data, respectively.
Results: The proportion of infants with minimum dietary diversity was remarkable
higher in the intervention group than the control group after three months of
intervention (89.9 vs 78.9%, p = 0.014), but not significantly higher after six months of
intervention (83.1 vs 86.8%, p = 0.405).
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The estimated amount of infant meat intake in the past 24 hours was higher in the
intervention group than that in the control group (mean: 6.9 vs 2.4g, p = 0.001) after
three months of intervention, and six months of intervention (7.9 vs 4.5g, p = 0.024). It
was significant difference of the amount of meat intake in past three months between
intervention group and control group (30.5 vs 6.2g, p = 0.001), but was not in past six
months (36.3 vs 19.7g, p = 0.073). Infants’ meat intake in the past week increased during
the investigation period and matched the trend of Hb increasing.
The Hb increasing range were larger in the intervention group than that of the control
group after three months of intervention（2.6 vs -0.2g/L, p = 0.074）) and significantly
larger than that of after six months of intervention ((8.3 vs 4.3g/L, p=0.034).

Conclusion: Using a meat quantitative model for weaning education was acceptable by
infants’ caregivers, easy to estimate the amount of infant meat intakes, and improved
home feeding practices. Meanwhile, infant’s Hb increasing in intervention group
suggested this model is effective.

